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CAPTION COMPETITION

A bottle of wine to the wittiest, most appropriate
caption for this picture. Send or hand in your entries to
the Editor.
Winner will be published in March’s Interchange

Front cover photo:

Christmas-ready Cabin

J. Hatton

Editor’s Whatsits
First of all let me wish everyone a Merry Christmas and a Happy New
Year. 2014 has been a bit of a rollercoaster, with its share of sadness
and also some heart-warming and uplifting moments. Let’s hope 2015 is
a bit easier on us all!
Once again I am indebted to all those members who have sent in
photos, letters, articles and recipes for publication. Without them
Interchange would be a pretty boring read if it was just me waffling on!
Our cover photo shows the new interior of the Cabin, much improved
since the cladding and the new door. New LED lighting has also made a
difference – particularly to the lecky bill, we hope! – and the cladding will
ensure the gas bill is lower, too.
This next year promises to be an interesting one, with our Youth Project
going from strength to strength and the Points Scheme hopefully getting
off the ground and proving successful. Remember that Interchange is a
valid forum for queries and suggestions on how the Trust can meet its
Aims and Objects, something that is of vital importance if we are to
remain in compliance with the guidance of the Charities Commission.
We also like to publish things that are important to members – significant
birthdays, new arrivals and any news from around the Basin. So don’t
be shy, drop us a line!

Jeni Hatton

Editorial Policy

n.b. Fair Rosamund

Articles will only be edited for grammar and spelling.
All articles submitted with a name will be published unless they are of tone or content which
might be offensive or contentious. Any content published cannot be taken to be the view of the
Governing Council or the Editor

Star Visitor
By Mike Fitzgibbons
Walter arrived as something of an unexpected visitor who dropped in to our
mooring. He seemed to be quite friendly and outgoing. Even the dogs thought
he was acceptable, though Walter did keep a wary eye on them. We were
never sure where he went to of an evening, other than we knew he would
return around lunch time for a drink and a bite to eat. The Gruffalo is a bit of a
soft touch and Walter realised this. It came as no surprise to me that she took
him under her wing so to speak. So for the last couple of weeks we have been
sharing at least one meal a day with him. After a while, he started to make
himself at home and would quite happily enjoy a bath most days.

Walter Pidgeon
One day the Gruffalo mentioned that she had found a telephone number of
Walter's and she had given the number a call. It turned out that our mystery
visitor had gone missing a couple of weeks before whilst returning home from
a long trip. The people who answered the phone seemed at first to be pleased
about getting news of his whereabouts. They did advise us that Walter would
hang around bumming meals from us. It seems that it is one of his nicer traits.
Probably the only way we could get him to return home (Walter lives in
Worksop) was if we stopped providing him with board and lodgings. The
Gruffalo decided that instead of turning him away she might just take him
home in the car. So she contacted the number again to get the address. This
time there was a distinct lack of any interest in us taking Walter back home.
So it looks like the chirpy little old character will be staying with us for a while
longer. Each morning, usually just before lunch (you could almost set your
watch) Walter is still turning up for a free lunch. He seems to have a distinct
preference for cereals and rice to anything else. Then after he has had a good
meal and a long drink, Walter will be off once again to wherever he hangs out.
We quite like him; after all, Walter is one very special Pidgeon.

Chairman’s Ramblings
A very short “Ramblings” on this occasion, as time is running away with me and the
editor needed this two weeks ago.
Firstly, an apology that we were unable to hold the AGM before the year ended, but
on this occasion the delay was not of our making. As I write we are planning to issue
notices for the AGM straight after the Christmas Break.
Later in this Interchange I anticipate there will be a write-up of the trial Duke of
Edinburgh residential course; this was a great success and congratulations are in
order to all involved. As part of our project to get younger people interested in canals
and their heritage, this looks to have a lot of potential for next year.
The next year looks to be another significant one for the trust with :- renewal time on
the leased moorings, potential to move forward on canal restoration beyond the
stank, our open weekend, further opportunities through the Duke of Edinburgh
scheme for youth involvement, and much more - watch this space!
All I have time for now is to wish you all a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!
Regards

Richard

Happy Birthday to Sheila………
Is it a whale.......NO
Is it a Flounder.......NO
It's ME ticking scuba diving off my bucket list on my 70th year family
holiday at centre parks. Being a "water baby" it's something I have
always wanted to do, but never got round to. Well now I have, and great
fun it was too. Contrary to what the photo may portray, I wasn't
drowning! In fact I had to be weighted down to stay under the water.
Something to do with the distribution of adipose tissue (or plain ordinary
fat) in females. Anyway, I was in the process of raising my arms to give
the photographer the thumbs up when he clicked prematurely!!

I took one look at the photo and said "I'm not buying that!" However the
"family" previously mentioned consists of our three boys (well men) who
never pass up an opportunity to embarrass Mother and middle son
couldn't resist it.
We also participated in aqua jetting - great fun. Same middle son
informed us that he refrained from buying that photo as it was
"positively insulting"!! He said it looked as though I was in great pain
and appeared to have false teeth that were falling out - boys - who
would have 'em!!

For a post 70th Birthday present however, he is treating me (and his
Dad) to a week's scuba diving course in Devon next summer. After
which, if we make the grade, we will be qualified to dive without an
instructor.
Watch this space!
Sheila Campbell

Nb Fair fa'

*****************
Benefits of Membership
A paid up member is entitled to:
* Vote at Annual General and Extra-ordinary General Meetings
* Receive the Trust's journal 'Interchange'
* Use the facilities at Hawne Basin
* 5% discount at Jacksons of Old Arley on production of a current
membership card (in-store only) Spring Hill Industrial Estate, Old Arley, Near
Coventry, CV7 8HN.
* 5% discount at Midland Chandlers on production of a current membership
card (in-store only)
* 15% discount at Cotswold Outdoor on stating the discount code AF-CCT-H4
* 15% discount on boat insurance premiums with leading marine insurance
provider, Towergate Mardon. Call 0800 515 629 for a quote and instant cover,
using the reference 'Coombeswood'. Conditions apply. New customers only.
* Online shopping discounts when you register at Easy Fundraising and raise
funds for us too (see below)
Sign up to Easy Fundraising for free and use the links on the
easyfundraising site to take you to the retailer, then a percentage of
whatever you spend comes directly to us at no extra cost to yourself.
http://www.easyfundraising.org.uk/causes/coombeswoodct/

Invite your non-boating friends to become members - the
more the merrier.

Coombeswood Canal Company Shop
If you’re planning a big job on your boat, winterising or repairing, or
going up the slipway, think ahead and let us know what you will need.
We’ll make sure it’s in stock for when you need it, and it will probably be
cheap as chips, too! Have a browse next time you’re at the Basin –
you’ll be amazed at what we’ve got and what we can get!
Your shop will always do the best for YOU.

*************
Work Party Rumblings
The work party on Sunday 11 October was attended by four members.
With the aid of hired heavy-duty trimmers, we cut back and cleared all
the brambles and undergrowth from the off side of Rowley Stop,
unloaded all the rubbish on the old wharf, and put the steel we had
found into the appropriate skip at Hawne Basin.
.
The work party on Sunday 26 October was attended by six members.
We started work clearing the cut-down trees and branches, dumped in
the canal by third party contractors, to the offside of the canal track.
Because the joey boat was not available to use, we could only load
Hawne until it was unsafe to put in any more and still work safely.
Therefore this will be the site of the next work party to finish off the job
along this section of canal before moving to start on the trees between
Yew Tree Basin and Totnal Bridge.
We are awaiting feedback from Murray Woodward regarding the large
tree that needs removing but have heard nothing so far.
Ivor Chambers

Work Party Organiser

Letters Page
Dear Jeni
John and I have not been able to cruise anywhere much this year except we managed
to get to the Allen Gathering and the BCNS Rally at Titford back in May. Since then
we did a trip into the centre of Birmingham (two tunnels, no locks) because we wanted
to hear Martin's talk at the New Birmingham Library on Thursday, 31st July as part of
the 'Britain from Above' project with Aerofilms and English Heritage showing photos
taken between 1919 and 1953. Martin spoke about the Birmingham area but there
was an exhibition at the Library giving a fascinating insight into different areas of the
country.
It was wonderful learning about Birmingham and how it was and, as there were many
people there to add to Martin's knowledge, it proved a great occasion. Our mooring
for two nights near The Mail Box was good and from the top terrace of the Library we
were able to look across between the buildings and see the canal and even our own
boat. We were so pleased we made the trip and our thanks to Martin and all the
others who made it a memorable day.
John & Pam Pugh
n.b. 'Windrush'
Dear all
Just wanted to let you know how my boating adventure has gone (fingers crossed) so far.
I left the Basin around 11am on Monday September 1st with the crazy notion of making it solo to
London as my son Arthur is soon to be acting in a Play at The Almeida Theatre and needs
somewhere, at least for the first month, to stay.
Opinions in the Basin varied on my and the boats ability to complete the journey with most folk,
quite wisely on reflection, suggesting two weeks and it not being possible to get through all the
heavy double locks unaided. However I only had a window of 7 days as I was due to meet my
son at Paddington Basin on the evening of Sunday September 7th.
Jim Mobbs and Vi inspired me with their positivity but explained the various pitfalls I would
encounter (Hatton, Blisworth, etc.). Their best advice was to be cruising from first light until
dusk.
The journey turned out to be one of the most intense weeks of my life but against the odds I
found myself moored outside the canal entrance to Paddington Rail Station at 7.30pm on the
Sunday, 10 minutes before my 16 year old walked out, stepped onto the boat and nonchalantly
uttered.. "Hi Dad. Trip went ok then?".
Kids. Don't ya just love em?
Cheers from Bernie
Regents Canal, Islington (at the mo).

n.b. Leone

This letter was sent to Boundary Post but missed their publication
deadline so Brenda has asked me to publish it:
24th September 2014
Dear Editor
Atlas and Malus – Thank you Paul
Although I have regularly hired narrow boats for
nearly 15 years the thought of crewing an ex working boat and butty was
quite daunting.
Nevertheless when volunteers were required to crew Atlas and Malus I
eagerly put my name forward.
Very soon I was contacted by Paul Smith who offered me a number of
opportunities to help. I was immediately impressed by his prompt
response, efficiency and management of the volunteer process.
I duly arrived at my allotted time, still slightly apprehensive, but satisfied
that if the welcome and ‘training’ was as good as the management of the
volunteer process I was obviously in safe hands.
My confidence was fully justified as I was warmly greeted by Paul who put
me at my ease. Other members of the crew soon arrived and we were
ready for ‘the off’. With Paul’s easy going yet structured approach I very
quickly felt part of a team. I was given every opportunity to steer and
crew and thoroughly enjoyed my experience.
Other chances to crew were soon offered and subsequent adventurers
were equally enjoyable, the experience being enhanced by the involvement
of Jeff who, like Paul, made me feel at home and showed me new
techniques and skills, but again the pleasant supportive approach was so
apparent
The crewing of these two fine narrow boats was full of challenges for me
but Paul and Jeff gave me the confidence to take on these challenges

Due to other previously arranged appointments I was not able to volunteer
as often as I would have liked but as soon as more opportunities are
offered I will be quick to apply.
Paul – thank you for making me feel so valued - keep up the good work – I
will be back.
Yours faithfully
John Carrington

**********************

I would like to thank (belatedly) all those who helped to prevent
Kingfisher from sinking.
In March last year (2013) I bought Kingfisher from the late Doug Harris whom I had
known for 40 years. He had assured me that despite how it might look it was ready
for cruising once it had been cleaned up.
Having paid the money over, my daughter, Pam, and I went to the boat to take an in
depth look at what needed to be done. It was on the canal side of the basin and
there was deep snow.
As part of this inspection I wanted to turn the gas on to see if there were any obvious
problems in that area. The cylinders were, and still are, right in the point of the bow
so I had to step across the foredeck to get at them. As I was raising the locker lid I
heard a trickling sound. That is the second worst thing you can ever hear on a floating
boat (the first being the sound of an out of control fire) and I immediately tried to
find where this was coming from.
Over 25 or more years of history the boat has been modified considerably - in most
ways tolerably satisfactory, in others not so good and in this case disastrously.
A bow thruster had been installed (do you really need a bow thruster in a 35ft boat?)
and of course to do this the foredeck had been removed. It had not been replaced
properly and there were just some loose steel plates on a framework which served as
the deck. In these plates 4 large holes had been cut out each about 4 inches in
diameter - use unknown. All of this was covered by rubber mats and detritus. I could
hear the water but to ascertain its source I had to remove the rubber mats and a lot
of the rubbish. The horror then gradually dawned on me.
The cratch cover was porous; the boat had not been visited for at least 2 years
because Doug was physically unable to board the boat. Rain had poured in and gone
into the cavity under the “deck”. The cavity was now virtually full and had caused the
bow to be dangerously low in the water. My additional weight had pushed it further

down in the water to the extent that one of the drain holes which would have
discharged rain water if the deck had been intact was now under the water allowing
it to flow in and thence down a 4 inch diameter hole. I removed a couple of the deck
plates and was horrified to see that water level was now almost up to the top of the
cavity and would soon be running over the half bulkhead into the cabin. We started
to bale out. I bunged up the drain hole from the outside with some rag which
enabled us to keep the water level under control but it was soon rising again.
While Pam baled I went to find Tony and amazingly he was right outside bulldozing
the snow away from the path. At first he found it hard to believe that we could be
sinking but one look got him rushing to get the work boat to tow us to the other side
of the basin where the boat could be raised if it sank. Unfortunately at this point our
battle with the water was not going well and by the time the work boat arrived I
believed we would sink before reaching the other bank.
So Tony rushed about again and arrived with the big mains powered pump. The
water was just trickling over into the cabin at that point but the pump started to gush
the water over the side just in time. That saved the day.
My own opinion is that we were probably 5 minutes away from sinking. The other
drain hole on the other side was just about to come into play and that would have
been game over.
Very many thanks to Tony and the other lads who helped in many different ways.
Pam and I are very grateful. We have no idea how we would have managed without
you all!
The bow thruster has now gone to China to be melted down and we have a proper
self-draining foredeck with a water tank underneath it. The boat has been taken on a
successful cruise and is now believed to be as it should be.
Peter Wilcox

********

Recipes
Corned Beef Hash
Makes a quick, cheap and filling meal to satisfy healthy appetites.
1lb potatoes
1 clove of garlic, chopped
1 tablespoon olive
oil 200g can of corned beef, diced 1oz butter
200g can of baked
beans
1 onion, chopped
Worcester sauce
Cook potatoes in salted water until nearly tender. Remove from heat and
when cool, cut into ½ inch cubes. Heat the oil and butter in frying pan, and fry
onions gently, with the garlic. Add the potatoes and brown them in the onion
mixture. Add the diced corned beef, the baked beans and good dash of
Worcester sauce. Stir well and heat through thoroughly. When everything is
hot the dish is ready. Serve with crusty bread. Simple!
Jeff Carter

New Members
We’d like to welcome new members who have joined since the last
issue:
Lisa and Carl Bate
Paddy and Gill Grice
Paul and Rosemary Roe
Lynne and David Rose
Alan Ross
Graeme Underhill

We look forward to seeing you around the Basin and at events.

No 2 in a series – Countdown to the Volunteer Points Scheme
Since last issue’s article some moorers have come back to Governing
Council with queries and suggestions, most of which are being
implemented into the scheme. The most obvious thing is that the points
tariff should reflect how much work is done.( We shied away from
saying ‘hours’ because everyone will take a different time to do a
particular job so a points system seemed more equitable.) If the job is
worth 5 pts and it takes one person a week where another person might
do it in half a day that should be OK because the job is being done and
the points are awarded. As long as the volunteer taking on the job is
happy with the tariff everything should be OK. If there is dissatisfaction
with the tariff then a discussion must take place and an adjustment
made if that’s the right thing to do,
None of the tariffs are set in stone. We are working, hopefully together,
to benefit the Trust and ensure that its voluntary responsibilities are
met. Tariffs will alter in the light of the learning curve we are all on. Last
issue’s list was a first draft for you, the members, to discuss and come
back to Council with ideas and we’d like to thank those who have taken
the trouble to read No.1 carefully and give us your comments.
The scheme is not in any way ‘putting the mooring fees up by the back
door’. First of all, there is no need for a ‘back door ‘as Governing
Council has the remit to upgrade mooring fees should this be
necessary, and secondly Governing Council would be delighted if noone paid the supplement as this would mean that every moorer was
fulfilling the voluntary requirement of membership and the work was
getting done. Hurrah! Win-Win!
There has been mention made of people with disabilities being
disadvantaged under the scheme. It seems to me a little arrogant on the
part of so-called able-bodied people to make judgements on behalf of
people who may be less able, especially since Council is working very
hard to ensure that there is work available for all levels of physicality,
skill set and general ability. We are confident that all moorers are
capable of choosing tasks suited to their preferences and abilities.
There will be projects which, if you are involved in them, might get all 30
points for one task. There will be others where regular jobs will build up
to 30 over the year. Everyone will be able to find something – and if

you’re fit enough to go boating and enjoy a reasonably priced mooring,
there is an argument that you’re fit enough to help to keep that mooring
reasonably priced.
Hopefully we will have a Volunteer Co-ordinator and some team leaders
who will ensure that work is available, work is enabled and work is
credited. There will be lists for those areas where training is needed and
you can volunteer for training then join the various rotas. None of it is
difficult, the training takes a short time and it’s actually quite satisfying
learning a new skill or refreshing an old one, whatever your age.
At the end of the day the choices are there. Join in, volunteer and make
it work - or pay the supplement. The only choice no longer available is
to have a cheap mooring on the back of other people’s work while
running the risk of the Trust failing to meet its Objects.
Jeni Hatton

n.b. Fair Rosamund

**************

In Memoriam
Just after the publication of last quarter’s Interchange we were all
devastated by the loss of both Vic Smallshire and Bob Broomhall.
Stalwarts of the canal community such as these are not easily replaced,
if at all, and our hearts go out to their families and friends. We are also
saddened to report the death in November of Veronica Ward, a longtime member and moorer. Our heartfelt condolences go to John and the
family.
They will be sadly missed.

Bob Broomhall RIP
I would like to thank everyone for their cards, kind messages and support after
my sad loss of Bob and also for the generous donations made to Cancer
Research UK and the BCN Society in his memory.
I always knew that Bob was very special but never realised that so many
people thought the same.
Your support and love helped me to get through a difficult day and I hope that
everyone was able to take away their own happy memories of Bob.
Joan

****************

Social Club Events 2014 to 2015
Hawne Basin Social Club offers good food at sensible prices every
Saturday and Sunday lunchtime from October to April.
The Cabin bar offers canned beers, lagers and cider at £1.50, bottled
versions at £2.00 and spirits at £1.00 per measure. Soft drinks range
from 60p to £1.00, so you can have a good night out without spending a
fortune.
31.12.14
03.01.15
19.01.15
24.01.15
14.02.15
16.02.15
14.03.15
15.03.15
16.03.15
21.03.15
20.04.15

New Year’s Eve bar open. Bring your own food and
see in the New Year
Kitchen re-opens
IWA Meeting: Stratford Canal. All welcome.
Burns Night Supper wi’ neeps an’ tatties, pipes and
poetry
Valentine’s Night – book your place to avoid
disappointment
IWA Derby & Sandiacre Canal
Slides from Roy Kenn, with nibbles provided. All
welcome.
Mothers’ Day Lunches – please book ahead
IWA AGM
Spring Ball – posh frocks and free champers on the
door.
IWA – Idle Women. All welcome

9&10.05.15

End of Season BBQ – book your pack. Free sauces,
baps and salads
Open Weekend – all hands to the pumps

18.05.15

IWA Worcestershire Carriers before the Railways

25.04.15

Watch the window and e-mails for other happenings. If we haven’t got your e-mail,
contact the editor on fair.rosamund43@gmail.com and we’ll add you to our mailing
list.
Everyone is welcome to our warm and comfy clubhouse. All profits go to fund the
Trust’s aims and objectives and all the work is done by volunteers. If you’d like to get
involved, see a member of the Social Committee or Governing Council, or e-mail the
Editor.
Speaking of which……………..

A Tale Of Refurbishment…………
“Wouldn’t it be a great idea if we had a door in that wall where the
window is? You could get to the loo quicker in bad weather.” Well, no
sooner had that vague wish been expressed than we had a new door
delivered!

The next thing we knew, there were The Lads,
beavering away chopping holes in the wall and
mixing concrete for the ramp!

Inside we already had improved light and space – as well as the allimportant easier access to the loos!

The Lads then sealed up the old fire exit, giving us
shed-loads of space at the front of the building.

After a couple of days of woodwork, electrical refitting (and sorting out the ring main!) we were ready to carpet the new
space.
Thanks to a small group of volunteers we had the refurb completed in
time to decorate for Christmas. Doesn’t it look good?

We were fortunate to be granted funding from the Big Lottery Fund, half
of the bill, for cladding the outside of the Cabin to make it weatherproof.
Afterwards, The Lads, joined by our resident roof expert Andy
Kallender, again weighed in to renew the verandah with the left-over
materials. There is still some work to do but we’re well on the way to a
clubhouse and community asset which will last for another fifteen to
twenty years.
With grateful thanks to all who helped, from the Social Committee.

CCT hosts Duke of Edinburgh Candidates
Residential Week-end
Our Youth Project Officer took twelve DofE candidates on a working
weekend to help qualify them for their Gold Awards.

Steering on the way to Smethwick

Working the locks on the way up to the Rally

Moored up at the Engine Arm after a good trip

A birds-eye view of the catering arrangements

…and it wasn’t all work, some of it was fun!

Building the bonfire, hours of hard work

And the resulting blaze was worth it
Photos courtesy of Mick Cowles, CCT Youth Officer

Santa at Hawne Basin
On December 14th we had a Christmas Adventure on board
Atlas, where nine of the Trust’s 7 to 11 year-olds went on a
canal trip to Bumblehole, had hot chocolate and scrummy
things to eat.
They then came back to find Santa at the Basin with
traditional Christmas Stockings containing apples, oranges
and nuts, plus a little something.
Everyone thoroughly enjoyed themselves. There may well be
more of this sort of hilarity, so be warned!

Bob Broomhall – a tribute

For many waterways friends, memories of Bob will have been associated with Raffle
Tickets and Duck Races. His enthusiastic (and generally irresistible) sales techniques
have raised countless vital funds for the BCNS, Coombeswood Canal Trust and many
other organisations.
Behind the scenes Bob was, if anything, even more active. His various skills, learned over
years in the construction and engineering industries, were employed in so many areas.
Those with longer memories will recall his efforts on behalf of the fledgling community
that became Hockley Port and the much missed Birmingham Boating Festival in the
1980s. For more than thirty years, and despite his growing business interests, Bob was so
often the “go to” man for odd jobs that needed to be done – quickly and without fuss and
often before anyone else had noticed the work was needed. There are so many legendary
tales (some repeatable!) of the mysterious labours of Bob and his close friend Barrie who
made sure everything came together when needed. Any attempt to congratulate or praise
him would be met with the response – “not bad for a thick Brummie builder”. His
successful creation of a building and property company were equally dismissed as just
part of his life.
Away from the waterways Bob was a great family man and much loved by his many
relatives and valued friends. In between his professional commitments he spent many
hours modifying and improving his beautiful cottage home shared with his lifelong love,
Joan. There was also the mutual admiration between him and his various dogs who were
such an important part of his life. Whether boating or caravanning, another great love in
his life, the dogs were to be seen happily trotting after Bob wherever he went.
So many people have been affected by encountering Bob and he has left a huge hole in so
many lives and hearts.

Submitted by colleagues from the BCN Society

COOMBESWOOD CANAL TRUST
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM

Membership is renewable annually on 1st August

Title (Mr,Mrs,Miss,Ms,Dr,)
First Name
Last Name
Address
Post Code

Telephone

Email
Associate Membership £25.00
(Associations, Organisations & Companies)
Individual (18+) £8.00 Joint: £14.00
(Individuals and Families)

Membership Paid
£
I wish to make a donation
£
Total Enclosed (cash/chq)
£
Please make cheques payable to
‘Coombeswood Canal Trust’

OAP* /f/t student: £ 6.00 Joint: £10.00
*I declare that I am eligible to receive the state
pension/ a full time student: Signed
________________________

I have read and agree to abide by the Rules of the Trust.
The information on this form will be recorded on a computerised database. In accordance with the
Data Protection Act (1984) members may examine their entry at any reasonable time by prior
arrangement.
Signed _________________________

Date ____________

UK Taxpayers may like to increase the worth
of their contributions by signing a
GIFT AID DECLARATION.
Please e-mail
coombeswood@btconnect.com
or call the office on 0121 550 1355
or 07761 555353 and we’ll send you the form

Governing Council
Richard Woodward - Chairman
Tel 01384 825680
e-mail richard.woodward@hometyre.co.uk
Gill Reynolds - Secretary
Caroline Whorton - Treasurer
Jon Jones - Vice-Chair/Outside Events/AWCC
Ivor Chambers - Work Parties
Jeffrey Carter - Health and Safety
Jeni Hatton - Trading Company/Interchange
e-mail: fair.rosamund43@gmail.com
Tel: 07974 302979
Tony Friar - Moorings & Site Manager
Situation Vacant - Site Co-ordinator & Projects
Office
Tel 0121 550 1355 or 07761 555 353
e-mail coombeswood@btconnect.com
www.hawnebasin.org.uk
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